
Freedom convoys UK – the uprising just keeps on growing

Description

The global uprising is suddenly huge and it shows every sign that it will just keep on growing as more
and more people awaken to the fact that their lives, liberty and wellbeing are under attack from
organised subversives infiltrated into their own government.

It is going to get a whole lot worse for the criminal cartels behind this war on humanity, particularly as
the vaccine death toll rises remorselessly and it becomes clearer by the day that the “vaccines” are
bioweapons designed to incapacitate, injure and kill. The scale of the deaths and injuries is fast
becoming too great for those responsible to hide, no matter the stat fiddles, blame shifting,
propaganda, false reports and obfuscations they deploy in growing desperation to hide the
consequences for what they have done.

The psychological warfare/propaganda operation designed to create want for the pseudo-vaccines
through the fabrication of a bogus “health emergency” – now thoroughly exposed – has depended in
part upon the collaboration and connivance of the corporate media, an essential strand in the globalist
operation, to spread the required misinformation.

Alongside the purposeful dissemination of falsehood there is also the tired tactic of not reporting true
information and simply maintaining a news blackout on anything that contradicts the ordained narrative.

Such as the massive truckers’ protest in Canada, which set an example that has spread like wildfire
despite corporate media efforts to pretend it isn’t happening, igniting similar protests across the globe.

Such as those now occurring in the UK.

The betrayal of humanity by the corporate media is probably the reason for its loss of credibility and
sharp decline. A flourishing grass roots People’s Media now does the job the corporate media has
neglected to do and the word gets out.
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Spreading the truth is in fact much easier to do that maintain a lie as the dark and insidious intellects
behind this attack on humanity are beginning to discover.

With all that in mind, we feature snippets of the ongoing Freedom Convoy protests in the UK, from the
excellent websites The White Rose, and Liberty Tactics both of  which are well worth a visit.

Live: UK Freedom Convoy Protest Takes Over London

 

 

UK: Protesters march against COVID restrix in Manchester as ‘UK Freedom
Convoy’ passes through city

 

 

The UK Convoy 2020 was incredible with over 1400 cars and 6000 people involved showing their
support – and it was brought together in just 3 days!

We would like to give the police and highway control cars a huge thank you for looking after the safety
of our convoys and other road users. The UK convoy 2022 conveys mostly all had police escorts for
the whole journey from north to south. They even closed roundabout to help us from north to south.
They even closed roundabouts to help us move the convoy through safely and stay together. We really
are grateful. They have been super at escorting our convoys throughout the night too. At one point we
had over 9000 subscribers listening in to our convoy chat. It felt awesome to be a part of it.

From: https://timetocometogether.co.uk/

UK FREEDOM CONVOY 2 Starting From Newcastle The Great North Road

 

 

This convoy 2 started from Newcastle via Leeds to Manchester. The next stage of the convoy
continued from Manchester and set off at 6pm, to join the rest of the convoys down to London. This
convoy is showing unity with the people of the UK and other countries, calling for an end to all covid-19
pandemic restrictions, vaccine mandates and vaccine passports.
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https://thewhiterose.uk/watch-freedom-convoys-across-europe/
https://libertytactics.co.uk/the-1st-uk-freedom-convoy-2022/
https://timetocometogether.co.uk/
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